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1. (9 points)
For each of the following vocabulary terms, write a concise 1-2 sentence definition. Be brief, and to the point.
(a) [3 pts] boolean expression

(b) [3 pts] evaluate

(c) [3 pts] slice

2. (7 points)
For each of the following multiple choice questions, indicate the single most correct answer by circling it!
(a) [1 pt] Consider a=[]. Which of the following statements will produce a different result from the others?
   A. a.append([1,2,3])
   B. a.extend([1,2,3])
   C. a = a + [1,2,3]
   D. All of the above produce different results
   E. None of the above produce different results

(b) [1 pt] Which of the following is not a valid operator?
   A. %  B. /  C. //  D. **  E. All of these are valid operators
(c) [1 pt] Which feature do Tuples and Strings have in common?
   A. They are immutable
   B. They are sequences
   C. They can be used as dictionary keys
   D. All of the above
   E. None of the above

(d) [1 pt] Which of the following data types is iterable?
   A. str  
   B. dict
   C. bool
   D. int  
   E. float
   F. A and B
   G. A, B, and D
   H. All of these

(e) [1 pt] Which of the following statements are correct?
   A. It is not possible to iterate through a dictionary.
   B. aDict.sort() will throw an exception.
   C. aDict[ [1,2,3] ] = 'blue' is a valid way to update a dictionary.
   D. aDict.get( 45, None) will never return None.
   E. A and B are valid.
   F. C and D are valid.

(f) [1 pt] Examine the following code:
   ```python
   aDict = {'GT Baseball': ['8 wins', '5 losses'],
            'GT Mascot Challenge': '13-0',
            'GT Basketball': '11-5',
            'GT Football': '8-4'}
   keys = aDict.keys()
   values = aDict.values()
   ```
   Using the `keys` variable, how does one put every key from the dictionary, `aDict`, into a list?
   A. Use the has_key() method to move keys into a list.
   B. Iterate through keys and append each item to an originally empty list.
   C. Set a variable equal to `keys.list()`
   D. Set a variable equal to `keys.getList()`.

(g) [1 pt] (continued...) The following line of code is run AFTER the three lines of code above have already ran. What does does it do?
   ```python
   aDict['GT Water Polo'] = ['10 wins', '1 loss', '4 ties']
   ```
   A. Adds the string, 'GT Water Polo', as a value and the list
      ['10 wins', '1 loss', '4 ties'], as a key to aDict.
   B. Overwrites the old aDict and sets aDict equal to
t       `{GT Water Polo': ['10 wins', '1 loss', '4 ties']}
   C. Adds the string, 'GT Water Polo', as a key and the string, '10-1-4', as a value to aDict.
   D. Adds the string, 'GT Water Polo', as a key and the list
      ['10 wins', '1 loss', '4 ties'], as a value to aDict.
3. (8 points)
The following function is supposed to take in a file name as a parameter, open the file, and print out every line of the file one at a time.
However, there are four errors in the code. Indicate what each error is, and tell us what code you would change or add to fix each error.

```python
def fileReader(fileName):
    f = open(fileName, 'w')
    line = f.readline()
    while line != '':
        line = f.readline()
        print(f, end='')
    f.close
```

4. (5 points)
Execute the following piece of code as if you were the python interpreter.

```python
aList = [13,4,5,10.4,9,0]
bList = []
for pos in range(4):
    if aList[pos]//3 == 3:
        bList.append(aList[pos])
    if aList[pos]%3 < 2:
        aList.remove(aList[pos])
    elif type(aList[pos]) != type(0.0):
        bList = bList + [ aList[pos] ]
```

Write the contents of aList and bList after the above code is executed.
aList -
bList -
5. (4 points)
Write what is printed to the screen after the following code is executed:

```python
a = ['a', 'b', 'c']
b = "2316"
c = [a, b, 5]
d = c[:]

for x in d[1]:
    a.append(x)

print(a)
print(b)
print(c)
print(d)
```

6. (8 points)
Write a function named `sumFloats` that takes in list of data, and adds together all of
the floats in the list, returning the resulting value.

Your function should go through each item in the original list and check to see if it is a
float. If it is a floating point number, you should add it to a running total. When you
are finished, return the running total. Do not add integers or other types!

**Example run:**

```python
>>> result = sumFloats( [10.0, 5, True, 'Testing', 11.2] )
>>> print( result )
21.2
>>>```
7. (10 points)
Write a function named `combineNames` that takes in two lists of strings. The first list will have first names, and the 2nd list will have matching last names. You may assume that both lists are of the same length.

Your function should go combine first names with last names, and return a new list with a "lastname, firstname" string for each pair. The list you return should be sorted by last name!

**Example run:**

```python
>>> result = combineNames( ['Jay', 'Jake', 'Sam'], ['Summet', 'Evans', 'Kass'] )
>>> print( result )
[ 'Evans, Jake', 'Kass, Sam', 'Summet, Jay']
```